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TextGet Eleven Plug-in Free with Pro Tools 12  

Plug into legendary guitar tones and the most powerful production tools 

Sound your best with the industry’s premium production toolset and the Eleven AAX guitar and bass amp 
plug-in, now included ($499 value) when you buy a Pro Tools 12 upgrade, perpetual license or annual 
subscription by September 30, 2015*. 

Get your hands on the most current version of the industry’s leading recording and mixing toolset, with Pro 
Tools 12.1, now more powerful than ever. Crank up incredible emulations of classic amp tones inspired by 
Fender, VOX, Marshall, Soldano, Bogner, Mesa/Boogie, and more. The Eleven plug-in include dozens of amp 
and speaker cabinet models and microphone emulations to customize your sound. Plus, receive all Pro Tools 
software upgrades for the next 12-months—all included for no extra charge. 

What’s new in Pro Tools? 

 Take control of your session with support for Pro Tools | Control, a FREE iOS app 
 Rehearse and record more easily with track input monitoring 
 Dial in cue mixes in a snap by copying fader settings to sends 
 Create bigger mixes with support for up to 128 simultaneous audio tracks 
 Expand your musical creativity further with support for up to 512 instrument tracks 
 Solo tracks in PFL (pre-fader listen) or AFL (after-fader listen) mode for optimal recording 

Eleven Plug-in 

 Create highly realistic mic’d guitar amp/cabinet sounds within Pro Tools 
 Choose from a must-have collection of vintage and modern amp, cabinet, and mic models to create 
your own signature tone, or use the customizable presets to instantly re-create a classic sound 
 Achieve multi-dimensional guitar tones complete with power amp sag, ghost notes, cabinet 
resonance, and speaker cone breakup 
 Innovative amp cloning technique delivers the sound and feel of classic tube amps by emulating each 
component to behave like its hardware counterpart 
 Convolution-based speaker cabinet and mic models provide incredibly rich tones, and include on- and 
off-axis mic positions for more tone-tweaking flexibility  

http://mgo.avid.com/Y0C0F0IW000000008FW0EZ9


 

 

Why is this Alert Important to Our Customers?  

The $499 value Eleven AAX plug-in is a great addition to the set of Pro Tools 12 included plug-ins for music 

creation allowing customers to create highly realistic mic’d guitar and bass amp/cabinet sounds within Pro 

Tools. This offer ends Sept 30
th
 so make sure all customers are aware of the added value and features of this 

great plug-in and they must activate within the promotion timeframe. 
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Get your free Guitar and Bass Eleven Plug-in now with Pro Tools 12 

Hurry this offer ends September 30, 2015.  

* Purchases of Pro Tools for Education or Pro Tools monthly subscription are not eligible for this offffer  

Note: Customers that activate a Pro Tools 12 software purchase (perpetual, annual subscription or upgrade) 
between Aug 21, 2015 and September 30, 2015 will get the Eleven AAX plug-in deposited into their Avid 
Master Account for free. 

http://mgo.avid.com/m000WJ00000C9800FFF0WZ0
http://mgo.avid.com/L000ZF0090GF0WK00080C0W
http://mgo.avid.com/Y0C0F0IW000000008FW0EZ9
http://mgo.avid.com/Y0C0F0IW000000008FW0EZ9
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http://mgo.avid.com/q9ZW0C008M0W0F00F00I000

